
LEGENDARY PERFORMANCE, 
NOW BATTERY-POWERED.

Save time, finish faster, and make your job easier 

with the Toro® 56 cm Recycler® 60V* MAX Battery 

Mower. Raise your expectations with this easy-to-

start, easy-to-use, and easy-to-maintain mower. 

Best of all, your 60 volt battery is compatible with 

all the other products in Toro's Flex-Force battery-

powered lineup.

MEDIUM OR LARGE GARDENSIDEAL FOR

MOW AT YOUR OWN PACE
Get a unique mowing experience! The 
Automatic Drive System senses and 
smoothly adjusts to your walking pace 
putting you in control of how fast you 
want to mow.

POWER AT THE TOUCH  
OF A BUTTON
Easy push-button start gets you  
mowing fast.

SMART POWER
Intelligent RunSmart™ Software 
maximises run time and performance 
by automatically adjusting the speed of 
the motor to match the conditions and 
optimise runtime. Engage MAX mode for 
tougher mowing conditions.

56 CM RECYCLER® BATTERY MOWER  
60V MAX* FLEX-FORCE POWER SYSTEM™

  *Battery manufacturer rating = 60V maximum & 54V typical usage. Actual voltage varies with load.



IDEAL FOR Medium to Large Lawns Up to 1000m2

60V RECYCLER KIT
21864

Key Features RunSmart™, SmartStow®, Height Adjustable Handlebar,  Recycle on Demand

Cutting Width  56 cm 

Motor  2kW Brushless 60V

Toro 60v Battery & Charger  L324 Battery Included (60V 6.0 Ah 324 Wh)
Charger Included

Maximum Area Cut
Per Charge^

Charger Included Watt Hours Max Area Cut^

L324 (6.0 Ah) 324 up to 1300m2

Drive System  Automatic Drive System, Rear Wheel Drive

Starter Push Button

Deck Type Steel

Weight 43.1 kg

Grass Bag Capacity 63.4 L

Warranty** 3-Year Full Coverage

56 CM RECYCLER® 60V MA X* BAT TERY MOWER

SMARTSTOW®
Fold the handle, tip mower 
unit upright and save floor 
space with SmartStow.®

BUILT FOR TOUGH 
CONDITIONS

Made to last, the steel deck 
provides durability 

POWER AT THE TOUCH  
OF A BUTTON
Easy push-button start gets 
you mowing fast.

EASY ADJUSTMENTS
Quickly switch between 

bagging and recycling with a 
flip of the Recycle on Demand 

lever.

SAVE TIME, FINISH FASTER 
The extra-long 56 cm blade, 

the largest in the industry, lets 
you mow a wider path to get 

the job done faster.

INTELLIGENT RUNSMART™ 
SOFTWARE
Maximise run time and 
performance. 

AUTOMATIC DRIVE SYSTEM  
Senses and smoothly adjusts 

to your walking pace.

  * Battery manufacturer rating = 60V maximum & 54V typical usage. Actual voltage varies with load.
 ^ Based on battery at low speed in controlled laboratory testing of product
** See your certified Toro dealers for details on all our warranties.

INCREASED AIRFLOW 
SUPERCHARGES YOUR GRASS 
CUTTING WITH VORTEX TECHNOLOGY. 
The vacuum effect pulls grass upright 
for better cutting and the Recycler deck 
shreds clippings into an ultra fine mulch, 
forcing them back into the turf where 
they provide nutrients to the grass. 

Products depicted in this literature are for demonstration purposes only. Actual products offered for sale may vary in use, design, required attachments and safety features. We reserve the right to improve our products and make changes in 
specifications, designs, and standard equipment without notice and without incurring obligation.

Many of the products you will find in certified Toro dealers’ stores come with a warranty or guarantee from The Toro Company. In addition, our goods come with guarantees that cannot be excluded under the Australian Consumer Law. You are entitled 
to a replacement or refund for a major failure and for compensation for any other reasonably foreseeable loss or damage. You are also entitled to have the goods repaired or replaced if the goods fail to be of acceptable quality and the failure does 
not amount to a major failure. Full details of your consumer rights may be found at www.consumerlaw.gov.au
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